
CSC 310 | First Mid-term Test | 2002-02-15For all questions, show enough of your work to indiate how you obtainedyour answer. No books or notes allowed. You may use a alulator.This test is 50 minutes in length.1. [ 14 marks total ℄a) [ 10 marks ℄ For eah of the following odes, whih are given as a set of odewords for abinary ode alphabet, give an example showing that the ode is not uniquely deodable.Also show whether or not the ode satis�es the Kraft-MMillan inequality.f00; 001; 100; 1gf10; 11; 0; 01gb) [ 4 marks ℄ For eah of the following odes, given as a set of odewords for a binary odealphabet, give an example showing that the ode is not instantaneously deodable.f101; 111; 10; 00gf10; 11; 110; 0g2. [ 26 marks total ℄ These questions onern a binary Hu�man ode onstruted for symbolss1; : : : ; sq, with probabilities p1; : : : ; pq.a) [ 15 marks ℄ Suppose that p1 > 1=2. Must the odeword for s1 be only one bit long?Explain why this must be true, or give an example showing that it is not always true.b) [ 11 marks ℄ Suppose instead that p1, p2, and p3 are all greater than 1=4. Say whatyou an about the lengths of the Hu�man odewords for s1, s2, and s3. Explain thereasoning behind your statement.3. [ 20 marks total ℄ These questions onern a soure with symbols s1; s2; s3, with probabilitiesp1 = 1=2, p2 = 1=4, p3 = 1=4.a) [ 5 marks ℄ Calulate the binary entropy of this soure. Show your work.b) [ 4 marks ℄ Calulate the average ode length of the ode s1 ! 00, s2 ! 01, s3 ! 1.Show your work.b) [ 4 marks ℄ Calulate the average ode length of the ode s1 ! 0, s2 ! 10, s3 ! 11.Show your work.) [ 7 marks ℄ Suppose we enoded symbols from this soure in bloks of size ten. (In otherwords, suppose we enode the 10th extension of the soure.) What will the average odelength be for a binary Hu�man ode for these bloks of ten symbols? Explain.4. [ 20 marks ℄ Find a binary Hu�man ode for the soure alphabet fs1; s2; s3; s4; s5g, withsymbol probabilities p1 = 0:2, p2 = 0:08, p3 = 0:07, p4 = 0:32, and p5 = 0:33. Show this odeas a table giving the odeword for every soure symbol. Show your work.1



5. [ 20 marks ℄ These questions onern arithmeti oding for the soure alphabet fs1; s2; s3; s4g,with symbol probabilities p1 = 1=2, p2 = 1=12, p3 = 1=3, and p4 = 1=12. Assume thatarithmeti oding is done using umulative symbol probabilities with the symbols ordered asthey are numbered here.a) [ 4 marks ℄ If the �rst symbol enoded is s3, what will be the oding interval, [l; u), afterthis symbol has been seen, but before any resaling of the interval is done? Show yourwork.b) [ 4 marks ℄ Will the enoder be able to transmit the �rst enoded bit after s3 is reeived,but before the next soure symbol is reeived? Explain.) [ 4 marks ℄ If the seond symbol enoded is s1, what will be the oding interval, [l; u),after this symbol is enoded, assuming that no resaling was done after the �rst symbolwas enoded. Show your work.b) [ 4 marks ℄ If the seond symbol is the last symbol of the message, what further bits willthe enoder have to transmit to ensure that the deoder will orretly identify the twosymbols that were transmitted?
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